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PAGE SLUG SEGMENT FLOATE
D VIDEO TOTAL TIME BACK TIME

  Opening       00:00:11 16:07:22

[OLIVIA: ]

Hello and welcome back to our live radio show here at LSBU. I'm Olivia 

[MADDIE: ]

And I'm Maddie. We've got a lot coming up on today's show but before

we get into that, here's Angela with the bullentins.
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  Bulletins       00:03:39 16:07:33

Hi, good afternoon. I am Shola Rochelle, this is the 4 o'clock news from

JLDN.

Just in, President Donald Trump's ex-national security adviser Michael

Flynn has been charged with making a false statement to the FBI in Janu‐

ary. A court filing from the US special counsel's states that he lied about

his connections with Russia's ambassador. 

An illegal immigrant from Mexico who shot a woman in San Francisco in

2015 in what he said was an accident has been acquitted of her murder.

The killing of Kate Steinle by Jose Ines, has left Donald Trump angry. Fol‐

lowing the verdict, he tweeted: "A disgraceful verdict in the Kate

Steinle case! No wonder the people of our country are so angry with illeg‐

al immigration."

Tune in at 4pm to find our the publics reactions to Donald Trump's twit‐

ter outbreak

Clip: 10 Seconds

MP Damian Green faces claims over thousands of pornographic images

saved on his work computer. The former Scotland Yard officer Neil Lewis

said the images were not extreme and featured no images of children or

sexual abuse. He is also facing allegations of inappropriate behaviour to‐

wards a young conservative activist, Kate Malby. He denies all

claims. Friends of Damian Green have accused former police officers of

seeking to blacken his name.

The Royal Bank of Scotland is closing two-hundred and fifty-nine branches

in a move that unions fear signals the end of high-street banking. The

unite union said one-thousand roles faced the axe, although the bank,

which is seventy-one percent owned by the taxpayer said the move would

result in 680 redundancies after redeployment. an RBS spokesman said:

"we realise this is difficult news for our colleagues and we are doing

everything we can to support those affected."

Morrisons has been found liable for the actions of a former member of its

staff who stole data of thousands of employees and posted it online.

Workers  brought a claim towards against the company after

employee Andrew Skelton stole the data, including salary and bank de‐

tails of nearly 100,000 staff. A high court ruling now allows those af‐

fected to claim compensation for the upset and distress caused to the

employees affected.

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle make their first public engagement since

announcing their plans to marry.  They were each given a Robin Hood

badge by the Head of Nottigham citiy council. Continuing with the royals.

Greg Pollowitz, editor of Twitchy.com claims "Prince Harry's kids will be

American. What if one grows up to be president and is in line for the

throne at the same time." 

Clip: 10 seconds 

Cancer treatment drug nivolumab has been found to reduce the reservoir

of dormant HIV cells in the body and has been found to boosting patients’

immune systems. Scientists hope that this medication is a major leap to‐
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D VIDEO TOTAL TIME BACK TIMEwards developing a cure for  HIV and Aids. This is announced coincident‐

ally on World Aids Day.

England and thirty-one other nations are about to learn their fate as

the 2018 world cup draw takes place in Moscow. Listen in to our show at

4pm to find out who they will be playing. 

Singer Beyoncé has been revealed as the recipient of the most liked Ins‐

tagram post of 2017 with her twin pregnancy reveal back in February. The

post received over 11.1 million likes and is in fact the photo- sharing apps

most liked post ever. In second place,  pop star Selena Gomez with her

kidney transplant post at 10.3 million likes and  Footballer Cristiano  Ron‐

aldo had the third most liked post of the year with his wife, son and new

born baby after the birth.

That was the news, now back to Maddie and Olivia.
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  Trump & Pres       00:00:27 16:11:12

[MADDIE: ]

As everyone is probably aware, the president of the united states Donald

Trump doesn't hold back his thoughts when it comes to Twitter.

[OLIVIA: ]

Quite recently Trump retweeted a series of controversial tweets from

"Britain First" which has sparked up many ideas as to whether he should

be allowed to visit the UK or not

[MADDIE:]

Our reporters Pascal Kempson and Jacob Dickinson went to see if mem‐

bers of the UK public agree or disagree with this
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  Trump Package       00:00:03 16:11:39

[VT IN:]

On Wednesday the 29th of November

[VT OUT:]

Reporting for JLDN

[Total Time:]

1'21"
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  Fast Food & Pres       00:00:17 16:11:42

[MADDIE: ]

Children in poorer areas are exposed to 5 times more fast food

takeaways than the wealthier areas.

[OLIVIA: ]

More than 400 schools in England have 20 or more takeaway

resturants nearby, the problem is worse in London. Our reporters

Isla Russel and Alice Heather when to find out more. 
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  Fast Food Package       00:00:04 16:11:59

[VT IN:]

Data revealed by Cambridge University

[VT OUT:]

Alice Heather, JLDN.

[Total Time:]

1'08"
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  World Cup & Pres       00:00:17 16:12:03

[OLIVIA: ]

After months of qualifying matches we finally know who England will be

playing in next year's World Cup

[MADDIE: ]

That's right and joining us here in the studio from the LSBU football team

is Matt Clarke and Charlie Wetton. So what's your reaction to the draw, is

it a good one for England?
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  World Cup Package       00:00:18 16:12:20

[Olivia: ]

And what do you think England's chances are at the World Cup? There's

always so much hype but can they actually win it this time?

[Maddie: ]

And a quick final question. How will England actually do?

[Olivia: ]

Ok well thanks for coming in guys, I'm sure we all hope that England can

go all the way.

2 minutes 30 seconds.
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  Prince Harry & Pres       00:00:22 16:12:38

[OLIVIA:]

As you all know our very own prince Harry got recently engaged to his fi‐

ance Megan Markle and the nation couldn't be happier for the pair!

[MADDIE: ]

Today the couple are making their first joint official public engagement in

Nottingham raising awareness for World Aids Day. Reporters Barbara and

Moona went out to see the publics reaction to the big engagement.
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  Prince Harry Package       00:00:06 16:13:00

[VT IN:]

Prince harry and his Fiancée

[VT OUT:]

This has been Barbara and Moona reporting for Journalism London

[Total Time:]

1'08"
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  Walmart & Pres       00:00:28 16:13:06

[MADDIE: ]

Olivia, do you ever see yourself wearing a piece of clothing with an offens‐

ive slogan on it?

[OLIVIA: ]

Not something I would see myself wearing no, it all depends on how ex‐

treme is is i guess?

[MADDIE:]

The well known superstore Walmart has recently removed a controversial

T-shirt displaying the words — "Rope. Tree. Journalist. SOME ASSEMBLY

REQUIRED". Showing clear offence towards people in the industry.

[OLIVIA:]

[ ]

Our reporter James Middleton went to find out

more on this
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  Walmart Package       00:00:04 16:13:34

[VT IN:]

US retail Walmart has been

[VT OUT:]

This has been James for JLDN.

[Total Time:]

1'10"
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  Christmas & Pres       00:00:37 16:13:38

[OLIVIA: ]

It's the first of December today, which means only 1 thing. Many homes

across the country will be opening their cardboard doors to start the tra‐

ditional countdown for Christmas.

[MADDIE: ]

This year, people are thinking of ways to reverse the calender by giving

back. The idea is instead of opening the door yourselves to chocolate, you

do the giving.

[OLIVIA: ]

The 'one can' trust is a charity that has set up a way of giving to the

homeless. Encouraging everyone to put aside a donation each day of ad‐

vent, so they have a collection of goods ready to drop off in time for

Christmas.

[MADDIE:]

Our reporters Safia and Francisca have more
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  Christmas Package       00:00:04 16:14:15

[VT IN:]

There are 24 days to Christmas.

[VT OUT:]

I've been Saf Bennington for JLDN.

[Total Time:]

1'12"
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  Closing       00:00:41 16:14:19

[MADDIE: ]

Wow what an amazing idea! I definitely would encourage people to do

this

[OLIVIA: ]

Couldn't agree more, think people should do as much as they can for the

homeless, especially around christmas time 

[MADDIE: ]

Unfortunately that's all we've got for today, thankyou for tuning in on

today's show. Make sure to follow us on our social media links for behind

the scenes footage throughout the week.

[OLIVIA: ]

You can follow us on twitter at Journalism_lond, on instagram at Journ‐

alism_london and You can also download our app, JLDN, on

both IOS and Android and can listen to a variety of our shows.

[MADDIE: ]

You can catch us back here the same time next week, make sure to tune

in. That's all from us for now. 

[BOTH: ]

Bye


